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WELCOMES



Public concern & awareness

Advocates ….

• Increasing media 

coverage 

• Gretta Thunberg

• School Pupil Strikes

Climate activists …. Media coverage

Extinction rebellion..
• Tell the Truth

• Act now - net zero by 2025

• Beyond Politics

Temperatures reach 45oC in France 
– BBC news  June 19



Climate Science – building consensus

MET OFFICE



Temperature risen by 1oC 

since pre industrial

Man made

Paris agreement

‘curb dramatically’ the 

polluting gases that cause 

climate change

Current commitments 

Est. reduce warming 

below 4oC (around 3oC) 

1oC will lead to climate 

change 

Observed Climate Change



Click to add title

Click to add text We (the world) are emitting at 
55 GtCO2e/yr.

To keep the warming below 1.5oC, we can only 
emit a total of :

420 GtCO2e more (66% chance - IPCC 1.5 
degree report, https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/)

543 GtCO2e more (Committee on Climate 
Change UK Net Zero)

580 GtCO2e more (50% chance - IPCC 1.5 
degree report, https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/)

So we only have 10 or so years at the current 
rate.

And the rate is accelerating.

Time is short….

https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/


CREATING A CLIMATE 

EMERGENCY PLAN



• Introduction

• An Outline Climate Response Plan

• Things in the Plan

• Questions
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Introduction

Derek Moss

• Low Carbon Dorset Renewable Energy Technical 

Officer

• Assess buildings for weaknesses and suggest 

improvements

• I’ve never written a climate emergency plan

• I’ve never even read one!

• Sorry for intensity of session!

• Lots of things for you to read as…

– HOME WORK
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Plan Introduction

Motivations

– You already know this.
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Plan Introduction

What Scope?

First up: a huge choice!

1) Your own estate and operation, or

2) The whole of the area you cover?

Example of Dorset Council
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Plan Introduction

What Scope?

First up: a huge choice!

1) Your own estate and operation, or

2) The whole of the area you cover?

Example of Dorset Council

– Estate and operations:
• 55,000 tCO2e/yr at last measure (2015)

– Area:
• 1,750,000 tCO2e/yr at last measure (2017)

Around 3%

You are likely to be <1%



Plan Introduction

What Scope?

Example Emergency Response Plans

• Somerset: zero-carbon county by 2030 

(impossible?)

• Bristol: zero-carbon city by 2030 (impossible?)

• London: zero-carbon city by 2030 (possible but 

unlikely?)

• East Hampshire: council neutral by 2030 (easy)

• Cornwall: zero-carbon county by 2030 (possible?)

• Gosport: initially refused, as no funding

• Dorset: not decided yet



Plan Introduction

What Scope? Choices?

What do the people in your area want?

What are you concerned about?

What resources do you have?

Your own estate/operation is what you have power over.
• Zero carbon may cost £10ks to £100ks

Your whole area is what matters.
• £10ms to £100ms



Plan Introduction

What Targets?

A linear progress to zero at 2050 is the UK’s fair share of 

the 1.5oC warming goal

Faster is better, as 1.5oC warming has ‘only’ 1.5 billion 

people suffering from ‘multiple severe climate impacts’
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Plan Introduction

What Targets?

A linear progress to zero at 2050 is the UK’s fair share of the 1.5oC 

warming goal

Faster is better, as 1.5oC warming has ‘only’ 1.5 billion people 

suffering from ‘multiple severe climate impacts’

The UK is on track for slower, as we have no plan for low-carbon 

heat, and not much of a plan for transport

Do you want to go it ‘alone’ ahead of the UK?

Do you have resources to invest now?

Some measures pay for themselves in < 5 yrs

Others never do
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Own Estate/Operations

Measure Footprint 

Easy but time consuming.

You need to measure your energy and resource use and 

waste production and convert it to tCO2e/yr. 

Electricity used

Gas used

Oil used

LPG used

Petrol used

Diesel used

Water used

Waste produced



Own Estate/Operations

Measure Footprint 

Put them into the toolkit 

spreadsheet that you’ll all be 

emailed

→ Pie chart of emissions

Top is small council

Concentrate on heat

Bottom is large one

Concentrate on electricity

Will all need to be zero

But can prioritise
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Own Estate/Operations

Actions to get to zero carbon 

Eventually:

All heating electricity, hydrogen or biomass

All transport to electricity or hydrogen

All electricity and hydrogen to be renewably generated

Currently:

No hydrogen industry

No carbon and capture technology to make the hydrogen

No where near current electricity demand being generated 

renewably, let alone the extra for heating and transport



Own Estate/Operations

Actions to get to zero carbon 

• Building Energy Efficiency 
(behaviours, insulation, LEDs)

• Building heating 
(biomass or electric now if off gas grid, ??? if on it)

• Switch transport to electric

• Switch tools to electric

• Reduce waste generation as much as possible 

• Reduce water use as much as possible

• Switch to green tariffs, but don’t think that they reduce 

your footprint (they do not)

• Generate as much renewable energy as you use (solar 

PV on buildings, wind or ground-mount PV)



Own Estate/Operations

Actions to get to zero carbon 

Example: Weymouth Town Council (ish)

Relatively easy

As most heating already electric



Own Estate/Operations

Actions to get to zero carbon 

Example: Weymouth Town Council (ish)

Switch heating 

to electricity

Switch pool 

cars and vans

to electricity

Solar PV 

on roofs

540-kW 

solar farm
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Own Estate/Operations

Timeline 

Measure immediately!

You will need to do all of the measures by your deadline

Which first?

Non-regret ones (almost immediately):

• Efficiency

• Roof solar PV

• Heat (if off gas grid)

Later ones (few years):

• Heat (if on gas grid)

• Solar/wind farm

• Transport electrification



Own Estate/Operations

Timeline 

– Plan order of actions

– Give each a deadline

– Report against this
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Council Area

Measure Footprint 

This is really hard!

Commission a study or estimate from the 2017 NI186 

figures using toolkit (this will be sent to you after event)

These figures are on a district-council scale

The best that you can do is scale by population. 

The toolkit has per capita emissions; 

just multiply this by your population.
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Council Area

2050/2040/2030 Vision 

– All heating will be electric, hydrogen or biomass

– All transport will be electric or hydrogen

– All electricity and hydrogen will be 100% low/zero 

carbon

Easy to say!

What does it mean?



Council Area

2050/2040/2050 Vision 

• All buildings fully insulated

• All lighting LED

• All private cars electric

• Car charging points available for all

• Larger vehicles fuelled by hydrogen

• All buildings off the gas grid converted to electricity or 

biomass heating

• Heating on the gas grid? Hybrid ASHP?

• All buildings have solar PV

• All farming zero carbon

• All the electricity and hydrogen generated 

renewably



Council Area

2050/2040/2030 Vision 

Best guess, Dorset will need 16,000,000,000 kWh or 

renewable energy per year to be zero carbon

This is roughly 10 to 12 GW of generation.

We have no hydrogen generation, and only 0.5 GW of 

electricity generation

25-fold increase needed

What can you do to encourage this?
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Council Area

Short-term Actions 

The UK’s electricity grid is getting better. Slowly.

The problem is heat and transport.

There is no plan for low-carbon heat.

There isn’t much of a plan for transport.

Action 1:

– Lobby central government

– Insist on a plan 



Council Area

Short-term Actions 

Stop the problem getting worse.

All new buildings in your area zero carbon

PassivHaus with a south-facing roof



Council Area

Short-term Actions 

What does your neighbourhood plan say about 

renewable energy?

EV charging points on public land (see Wayne later)
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Council Area

Mid-term Actions 

Are there any large food processing plants in your area?

How is the electricity grid?

Any large tidal streams?

Any ‘national-scale’ projects that you could 

positively influence?
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Council Area

Long-term Actions 

What is the geology like in your area?

Any carbon capture and storage opportunities?

How dependent upon dairy and animal farming is your 

area?



TRANSPORT

What can you do about transport?





Source: NAEI 2019 - 2017 data

Total KtCO2 – all 

sources 

(not including 

international 

aviation)

Road 

transport 

(A roads)

Road transport 

(minor)

% of 

total

Total road 

trans

Weymouth & 

Portland
190 21 30 27% 51

West Dorset 560 158 109 48% 267

North Dorset 310 57 61 38% 118

Purbeck 298 73 41 38% 114

East Dorset 387 107 87 50% 194

Total 1745 416 328 43% 744



• Electric Vehicles

• Public Transport

• Train 

• Bus

• Community Transport

• Cycle 

• Walk





WASTE

What can you do about waste 

management and recycling?



Waste management and 

recycling

Climate emergency advice session – 19 Nov 2019

Marten Gregory, Recycling Team Leader

Dorset Council - DWP



Introduction

•5 minutes covering:
• Council buildings 

• Promoting with your community



Focus on prevention

Other Recovery



Council buildings

• Avoid single use items

• Review procured items

• Identify preferred low carbon suppliers of goods –

item / packaging – buy local where poss.  

• Paper 

• measure and review usage

• buy recycled

• reduce / reuse / recycle

• Reduce / recycle other consumables

• Eg printer cartridges, food, crisp packets

• Offices and buildings waste

• Sign up your building/s to recycling services with 

your waste contractor



Promoting with your 

community

• Leaflets

• Website links

• Social media reposts

• Community talks

• Litter picks

• Stock ‘recycle for Dorset’ 

collection service food 

containers and boxes for glass



Promoting with your 

community – slim your bins
• Junk mail

• Garden waste solutions 

• Textiles

• Food - Love food hate waste

• Furniture reuse organisations

• Real nappies

• Reusable water bottles



Practicing what you preach

DWP waste services - first place in 2017/18 carbon index 
(from a list of over 130 English local authorities)

108kg CO2 saved per person

Index of which local authorities’ recycling activities are delivering the greatest 
carbon benefits 

• household recycling rate just under 60%

• no collected rubbish going directly to landfill 

• local recycling and energy generation from food waste

• non recyclable rubbish generating power – energy from waste plants

Dorset Council – eg recycling stations, single use policy implementations 
and development.



Marten Gregory

Recycling Team Leader
marten.gregory@dorsetcouncil.gov.uk

dorsetcouncil.gov.uk/recycle



LITTER & PLASTICS

What can you do about Single 

Use Plastics & Litter 



Sophie Colley 

Litter Free Dorset



What can Town & Parish Councils 

do about Single Use Plastics? 



2017



Plastic Pollution





Individual Action







Individuals demanding Systemic Change



Plastic Pollution



Equivalent to 



Plastic Production



What can Town & Parish Councils 

do about Single Use Plastics? 

✓Work with employees to ensure that single use plastic is reduced across 
your office buildings and services 

✓ Ensure all suppliers have a SUP policy in place or demonstrate that they 
are minimising the use of single-use plastics

✓ Your SUP policy is embedded in procurement and tender processes and 
other key strategies, policies and plans 

✓Work with event organisers to eliminate SUP across local community 
events, fayres, markets…

✓ Support local communities by sharing best practice, raising awareness 
and promoting positive initiatives and actions for reducing single use 
plastic and waste – Seek out your community leaders!





Single Use Plastic Audit, Action Plan & Policy



If your bath was over 
flowing with water would 
you reach for the mop or 

turn off the tap?



GREEN SPACES

What can you do with your green 

spaces? 















NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

What can you do with your town 

or parish’s natural environment? 



Ecological Networks 



Trees



Hedges



Church grounds



Ponds and Orchards 



Allotments



Scruffy Corners



Bees and other insects 



Species 

and 

records



Planning for 

Biodiversity Dorset 
Biodiversity 

Appraisal 
Protocol

Mitigation

NET 
GAIN

Ecosystem 
services

Defra 
Metric 

2.0
Compensation

SUDS

Enhancement



Simple steps



PLANNING

Things to consider when 

developing a climate action plan



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

What can you do to improve the 

energy efficiency of your 

buildings, assets & operations?



• Lighting

• Heating

• Others

Contents



Lighting
LEDs

– Most efficient form of lighting

– Can directly replace tubes and bulbs

– 20%-90% savings, depending 

– on what is replaced

– 2-3 year payback



Heat Waste
• Stop heat leaving!

– Insulate as much as possible

– Roof      25%?

– Walls     35%

– Floor?   10%

– Draft proof as much as 

– possible 

– Windows

– Doors



Waste Heat
• Controls

– Turn your thermostat down!

– Have a big deadband between your heating and 

cooling.

– i.e. if your heating thermostat is set to 19oC, don’t set 

your cooling one to anything less than 28oC. 

– Make sure there is a large gap so that 

– they never work against each other



Other
• Don’t use gas, don’t waste electricity

– If your heating system needs replacing, don’t replace it with gas or oil.

– Replace it with biomass or heat pumps (see later)

– If you use lots of hot water, aerate your taps/showers

– If you have a beer cellar or server room, 

– see us about free-air cooling

– If you have a workshop, see us 

– about compressed air

– If you have fridges, see us about 

– wax cubes



Other

• Don’t kid yourself

– Behaviour change is a quick, cheap, easy and 

important thing

– But don’t kid yourself into thinking it is the, or even a, 

long-term solution

– Healthy Homes Dorset (see back)



RENEWABLES

What opportunities are there for 

renewables in your buildings, 

assets & operations?



• Own Estate

• Heat

• Electricity

• Your Area

Contents



Own Estate

Heat

Larger emissions than electricity, but harder to deal with.

Are you on the gas grid?

No? Immediate action

Yes? Delay?

Why?

Is central government going to do anything about 

hydrogen?



Own Estate
Heat Off Gas Grid

Biomass or heat pumps

Biomass is just burning wood

Dorset has 100,000 t/yr ‘spare’

Heat pumps are efficient electric 

heating

Electricity can be generated renewably. 

Gas and oil cannot.

RHI until 2021 and grants (?)



Own Estate
Heat On Gas Grid

Will there be hydrogen in the gas pipes?

Will it be soon enough for your target?

Switch to heat pumps:

They are relatively simple to do

They will be needed to work in 

hybrid mode with hydrogen boilers 

eventually anyway



Own Estate
Electricity

If you heat is biomass, you’re still going to need some renewable 

electricity.

If your heat is electric, you’re going to need a lot of renewable 

electricity.

Choices:

- Hydro (unlikely)

- Wind (“banned”, and little good at small scale anyway)

- Solar PV

- CHP? No savings



Own Estate

Electricity

Plan?

Get as much PV on your roofs as possible

You’ll still need more. You will need some large generation away 

from your buildings which generates across a year  as much as you 

consume.

Solar farm? (540 kW for WTC)

Wind turbine? (320 kW for WTC)

(like Bere Regis)



Council Area
Heat

Much harder to do on large scales

Are there any large heat demands in your area that are 

not on the gas grid? 

Biomass district heat may be an option

Electricity more likely



Council Area
Electricity

Solutions need MW and GW, not kW: bigger is better!

25-fold increase in generation needed

We have huge unused resource:

Best county in country for solar

Unused onshore wind resource

Unused offshore wind resource

Unused offshore tidal resource

Generally, wind is the ‘best’



Council Area

Electricity

What can you do?

Be supportive of renewable energy planning applications  

- small scale (PV in conservation zones)

- large scale (solar and wind farms)

Remember: they are temporary for 40 years or so (fusion after)

Encourage them in neighbourhood plans

Ask for all new buildings to have south-facing roofs



Council Area

Electricity

What can you do?

Rural Community Energy Fund

- Grants for feasibility studies



QUESTIONS



NEXT STEPS



www.lowcarbondorset.org.uk

Facebook.com/LowCarbonDorset

@LowCarbonDORSET



MARKET PLACE


